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Chairman’s Message:

Good evening ladies and gentlemen.
(Good evening Mr Chairman!!)
With the change in Government guidelines I have been looking
into an alternative venue for meetings. Broughton Astley
Village Hall has a large room which we could set out with social
distancing with complementary tea, coffee and cake. I am on the
list when the Hall is able to accommodate us, so keep a watch
out for further news.
1) Derek is working on a treasure hunt for July.
2) Nicky and I are planning a Picnic Run

Lockdown, Letdown
and Meldown

**If anyone is interested in joining for either run please contact
Derek or myself.



Boy George



Club Info

3) Harborough Sports Classic and Vintage Vehicle Meet
started last Sunday 21st June and I have say it was well
organised and all social distancing was observed, even had
a coffee with Michael. Next meet is the 19th July.



Events



4) 2019 Ratae Run has been published in July edition of
Enjoying MG. Thank you to Marie and Mick Beck for writing
the article.

Editor’s Message:
With holidays cancelled, a stay-vacation is the
next best thing. So with a week off at the end
of June, we are booked in the Ricketts B & B
in Lutterworth Bay. The list of jobs is endless
with a new garden shed arriving early July,
preparations are in hand, And a change of
fence colour is on the list too. With a couple of
walks and picnics and that will be the week
completed. I am sure there will be story or
two to tell.
Would love to hear of your trips out or what
you are up to for the Torque as August edition
is looking bear.
Stay Safe,

Gillian

6) A.O.B. Please email me.
WE WILL MEET AGAIN
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Homeless Freddie……...
Last October we decided it was time to move into a bungalow. Freddie moved to find out that he was homeless
and had to live on the drive for a short time as the shed tools etc had taken over his new home. It was a very wet
Winter so Freddie wasn’t happy as his inside got a little damp to say the least... In December the base was
started to accommodate the shed, but the weather was so bad it held up the completion of the base, so Freddie
was to stay on the drive a little longer... Base eventually got finished in March. So I was then able to order the
shed.
“Guess what” all companies were furloughing their staff. So it
did not arrive until May. Over that period of time I was having
problems starting Freddie as his battery continued to go flat,
and as it had been a new battery that was replaced last October
all I could do was charge it again and again. I have now fitted
out my shed, so there is a good chance Freddie will be able to
move into his new home soon where he will live happily ever
after.

Stay well and safe everyone.
All the best John and Mary C
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NORTH COAST 500
Sitting at home with no near prospect of taking Rosie out on a run I started reminiscing about past trips we’ve
taken in her.
About this time last year we were all prepared and ready to go on our Rosie holiday of 2019. No ferries
involved, no passports required – we were staying ‘local’, we were going to do the North Coast 500.

If you’ve not heard of this it is
a coastal circuit of
northernmost Scotland
covering a distance of,
surprisingly, just over 500
miles.
The start is at Inverness Castle
and you can go either
clockwise or anti-clockwise
around the route – it’s entirely
up to the driver (and possibly
navigator as well).

We chose to do the trip at the end of April, beginning of May to try and avoid the infamous Midge season in
Scotland – I had no intention of being an All You Can Eat Buffet! With this time of year though it was
a guess how the weather would be so it was a case of pack for every occasion (except tropical sunshine!).
Accommodation was carefully planned beforehand as having read on t’internet it could be a very busy route
and in certain areas places to stay could be few and far between.
Maps were pored over, distances measured and Booking.com searched
numerous times. The holiday was planned to coincide with the early
May Day Bank Holiday which gave us 10 days to complete the trip
door to door – with Inverness being approximately 420 miles from
home we were looking at 1,500 miles allowing for trips off route for
sightseeing and taking a detour journey home through the Yorkshire
Dales for the last night stop.
Flora MacDonald looking for the start of the North Coast
This was certainly a holiday of experiences! We had rain, we had
cloud, we had tropical sunshine (honest) at Gairloch, we had snow
which even managed to get into the car on the A9 despite having the
windows in and the roof up. We had red deer leaping out onto the
road in front of us, we had eagles.
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The roads varied from motorways and dual carriageways on the journey up to Inverness to A roads, scenic
valley roads to the breath-taking Bealach na Ba pass– a single track hairpin mountain pass leading up from
Tornapress over to Applecross.
At one point we had to wait in a passing place while a stream of supercars came down the hill from the
opposite direction – Ferraris, Aston Martins and Lamborghinis – but they all (well, most of them) paid
their respects to our little 1959 MGA. As for the cyclist who used the side of our car to give himself
a hand up the mountain – it was just a shame I couldn’t open my car door quick enough!! Cheek!!

Nearing the top of the Bealach Na Ba pass
The people were very welcoming and friendly – the B&B that
welcomed us with a fine glass of Old Pultney single malt (delicious),
the locals in a bar in Tain who made us laugh so much and the barman
in Gairloch who talked us through our Malt Whisky tastings.
The scenery is probably why most people do this route though and it
doesn’t disappoint. Soaring mountains, lochs that go on for miles,
remote villages and towns, castles – both complete and ruined, the
many islands that sit just off the mainland and the bleak remote
moorland areas.
It was a lot of driving in a relatively short space of time but it was
certainly memorable. Our total mileage came to 1,666 and we enjoyed
every one of them.
Would we recommend it? Yes! Would we do it again?
Definitely the west coast and perhaps start further south around Oban
and try to take a bit longer.

Cont…….
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As for this
year’s
trip – we’ll
just have to
wait and
see….

For anyone interested I’ve listed here the overnight stops from Inverness back to Inverness with the mileage
taken –
Day 1
Inverness to Gairloch
150 miles
150 miles
Day 2
Gairloch to Ullapool
60 miles
210 miles
Day 3
Ullapool to Tongue
131 miles
341 miles
Day 4
Tongue to Castletown
119 miles
460 miles
Day 5
Castletown to Tain
106 miles
566 miles
Day 6
Tain to Inverness
51 miles
617 miles

Kath Hall
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We all love a Picnic

Yes we do all love a picnic, and here was a lovely evening
picnic on the gated road near Gumley a few weeks ago,
little did we know that Nicky and Graham were just
a matter of minutes away having their picnic near Foxton
Locks!”
It has also been UK National Picnic week, and the weather
has just been simply perfect.
We may be in lock down, and we may be restricted on
social gathering, but you can't beat simply packing
a basket of food, some beverages and not forgetting some
cake and off we go! Plenty of space, no crowds like
Bournemouth beach and out in the open.

Did you know!
Our Great British tradition of picnics, originated from
France, although we have now stolen it, and it has become
a great way of socialising or even meeting up with friends.
The average UK Brit goes on 3 picnics a year. I think Gill
and I do an average of 3 picnics a month !
It’s a wonderful way of enjoying your MG at the same
time, so hope to see you all out there soon.

Michael
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South American Retirement Adventure. Part 2 – Ecuador & Galapagos Islands
In mid February 2020 I retired and joined Paul to become The owner, Richard, is British and has a Colombian wife.
a full time pensioner. To celebrate this, we planned a 4 They have owned the lodge for over 30 years.
week holiday to South America, doing 2 back to back
tours. Last month I wrote about our tour of Colombia and
this month is about our tour of Ecuador and the Galapagos
Islands.
We arrived in Quito in early March, at a time when there
were a handful of
reported cases of
Coronavirus across
Latin America but
no deaths. Two of
these
confirmed
cases
were
in
Ecuador and had
been traced back to
tourists from Spain.
The number of
reported cases in
the
UK
was
increasing but there
had been no deaths.

Daffodil Run

Quito is the 2nd
highest capital city
in the world, after La Paz in Bolivia. It is 9350 ft (2850
m) above sea level and lies 16 kms south of the equator.
We had a very nice, colonial style hotel, a short walk from
the old town. We were taken on a city tour of Quito,
which is very hilly and has many churches. There is
a large angel like figure, called the Virgin of Panecillo, on
one of the surrounding hills that can be seen over much of
the city. We had an excellent view of this from our hotel
room and it was the first place we visited. It is quite
a modern statue with a height of 41m and was completed
in 1976.
Another place of interest in Quito was the very large,
ornate Roman Catholic church called the Basilica del
Voto Nacional where the gargoyles around the church
were of creatures endemic to the Galapagos Islands rather
than the grotesque carvings seen on other churches around
the world. Also the religious artwork on the church doors
featured iguanas in the biblical scenes. On another day
we visited a small town called Otavalo, famous for its
craft market. On the way to Otavalo we stopped at the
Equator where they have a giant sundial. I knew it was
the equator because the GPS stamp on my digital camera
showed a latitude reading of 00:00:00.

We met him and found that he went to Scraptoft College
in Leicester.
We arrived early in the morning on the first day, had
breakfast and then went on our first hike around the
reserve where we saw some tropical birds and the biggest
worm I have ever seen – it was at least 3 ft long and
looked more like a snake – but we were told it was
a juvenile and the adults are a lot bigger. The lodge had 2
hummingbird feeders which were in constant use with up
to 40 species of hummingbirds visiting it. The guide took
these feeders away for a while and gave us each a small
red dish with their food in – a sugary liquid that is very
like their natural food.

We soon had hummingbirds feeding from the dishes and
landing on our hands, fingers and heads. It was absolutely
delightful. After a good nights sleep in the tree house we
met up with our guide for a 6.00 am nature walk, just as
the birds were waking up. Later in the morning we went
on a very strenuous walk to a waterfall which involved
using ropes to get us down and back up the steepest parts
of the mountain trails which were very wet and slippery.
We left Quito for an overnight stay in Bellavista Cloud This was made all the harder by the high altitude and I got
Forest lodge which is 80 kms to the north. Our room for very breathless on the uphill climb.
the night was a tree house – very basic but comfortable.
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Lion pups approaching us or trying to swim with us and
Iguanas and Lava Lizards settling on the paths with no
intention of getting out of the way, forcing us to carefully
step over them. When approached by these creatures we
were told to move away if we could but this was not always
easy to do. They were so easy to photograph and often
seemed to be posing for the camera.

D

L
SO

On the fourth day we visited San Cristobal Island which is
one of the 4 inhabited Galapagos islands with a population
of 6000, most of which live in the capital, Puerto Baquerizo
Moreno . The town had many souvenir shops and
restaurants and there were more sea lions than people. The
noise and smell was a bit overwhelming but they were fun
to watch. We even saw a sea lion on a café terrace where
he had climbed a couple of steps and made himself
comfortable in between 2 tables being used by tourists. We
later visited the Interpretation Centre which is a museum
showing how the islands were first discovered and how
mans interactions with them have detrimentally affected
them leading to the loss of many species and the
introduction of other destructive ones over time.

Our second week in Ecuador was in the fabulous Galapagos
Islands where we cruised on the Solaris Motor Yacht with
13 other guests from Canada, USA and Scotland. Before
leaving the mainland we learned of the first Coronavirus
death in the UK where the number of reported cases was
rising but still in the low hundreds. There were also now 10
reported cases in Ecuador (no deaths) but none on the
Galapagos Islands.
On the boat there was no internet and we were advised to
forget about what was happening at home and enjoy the
experience of this unique archipelago. We saw the most
amazing wildlife and scenery. Our first iguana sighting
was on the runway, just after our plane had landed on
Baltra Island and there were more waiting for us at the pier
where we boarded our boat. During our time there we
visited 8 islands and islets, sailing mostly at night. The seas
were very rough and the boat rocked a lot even when it was
at anchor. Fortunately neither of us suffer with motion
sickness but we both had a lot of bruising from
continuously staggering into the bed frame and furniture in
the cabin. Getting to the bathroom, especially in the night,
was also a challenge. We went on hikes and had
snorkelling and kayaking sessions throughout the days so
were kept very busy. When the boat sailed between islands
during the day we either relaxed on the sundeck (where we
were entertained by Magnificent Frigate Birds) or watched
for wildlife in the sea. We saw so much – Sea Lions,
Boobys (Blue Footed, Red Footed and Nazca), Darwin
Finches, Flamingos, Marine Iguanas, Land Iguanas, Lava
Lizards, Sharks, Rays, Reef Fish, Turtles and no end of
other birds and insects. Virtually all species have no fear of
man. We passed within inches of nesting birds and had Sea
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On what turned out to be our last night, sailing was
particularly rough and neither of us could sleep. I looked
out of the cabin window and it was a cloud free night.
Being so near the equator and with zero light pollution,
we could see the stars in both hemispheres and the sky
was absolutely covered with them – in fact there were
hundreds of thousands more than we see from home. The
Plough looked so much nearer and much brighter. We
could also see the whole Milky Way across the sky,

something I have only seen in books before. Our only
regret was that we could not capture this on camera
although we did try.
The following morning we arrived for breakfast to find
there was no food ready for us. The Captain and the Tour
Guide looked solemn and then we were told that due to
the Coronavirus pandemic, the Ecuadorian government
had ordered all tourists off the Galapagos Islands and then
out of the country and we were all booked on an

evacuation flight to Quito that night.
It would take the boat 8 hours to sail to Baltra Island
airport so they decided that we should do the first planned
excursion before breakfast and then the boat would set
sail when we returned. They had no more details and we
didn’t know what would happen on our return to Quito, as
we had not been expecting to return here. It was quite
a worrying time until we were able to get an internet
connection and found that our flights home had been
organised by our tour company along with intermediate
hotels.
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We spent a night in a beautiful airport hotel in Quito but If anyone reading this would like to browse these photos
unfortunately didn’t get time to explore as we had to leave please email me at jean.dalby54@gmail.com and I will
very early the following day for a flight to Ecuador’s send the links.
largest city, Guayaquil, from where we would travel
home. When we arrived the city was moving towards
lockdown. All tourist attractions, including the parks and
botanical gardens had been closed and most shops and
shopping centres were preparing to close.
We stayed overnight in a city centre hotel with flights
arranged for the next day. We awoke to find Guayaquil
was a ghost town with hardly any traffic on the roads and
very few people about. As we were leaving the hotel, we
were sprayed with disinfectant before being allowed into
the minibus that took us to the airport. We had our
temperatures checked before going through security.
Most airport shops were closed and only one café was
open. We arrived in Bogota where we again had our
temperatures checked and had a couple of hours to wait
for our flight to London.
On arrival at Heathrow it was clear that ours was the only
flight to have landed for some time. At security there was
no waiting at all and all of the security officers for non EU
passport holders were sat at empty desks. In baggage
reclaim, ours was the only flight on the board and the only
carousel working.
We eventually arrived home 2 days earlier than planned
but consider ourselves very lucky that this happened
towards the end of our holiday. During the journey home
we met tourists from the UK who had arrived in Ecuador
only to be sent straight home and others who managed
1 night in Galapagos before being sent back.
On the day we arrived home, the UK death toll was 71
and the number of confirmed cases was over 1,500. The
country was put on lockdown 3 days later.
Between us we took over 5000 photos and videos and
have spent our time in lockdown going through and
selecting the best ones for uploading to the internet.

Jean Dalby
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Lockdown, Letdown and Meltdown
Here we all are , well into ' lockdown' and getting used to it by now ,but.....In the earlier stages we were told to
'Stay Home ,Stay Safe '.
What the hell is going on we thought? With the larder running low ,how do we exercise? Social meetings and
holidays being cancelled, it was all a bit strange and very scary.
This Covid19 was going to change our lives somewhat so better be safe than sorry.
We raided the freezer and sought out stuff that had probably
been there a little too long but hey ,we had some great Fish
pies, basic Paella's, Bran loaves, Roast dinners etc ,but a
time came when we had to do a shop.
We tried our normal shopping chain for food deliveries and
click and collect, but at the time they were very
overbooked, so we braved the 'OAP's' shopping hour at the
store .It was very well organised and we waited about 30
minutes in a social distancing line but once in, we got most
of what we wanted. The occasional 'indian' delivered to the
front door was also a Saturday treat!
One good thing about this Coronavirus issue is that your
bank balance started to look quite healthy with not going out to spend. Carol took the opportunity to have a new
Fridge Freezer whilst at the same time, a new oven. I said'' well you might as well have the Hob as well''....she
did!. That kept me busy for a couple of days fitting them all...bought on-line and delivered the next day.
Brilliant service from Marks of Leicester!
The situation also gave the opportunity to get home jobs done, our front, rear and car park block paving areas
have never looked so good .Garden trees trimmed and large conifers lowered and levelled, the garden is looking
tidy once again.
We do have a tendency to watch a good afternoon Western so there are times when we are sitting too long.
I had a brainwave! Why don't I run up and down the stairs for exercise....well that didn't last long! So a walk
around the block was a good substitute.
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Time also to catch up with my guitar skills ( I am getting
better, honest ) and to try out the new Fender Squier Tele,
I bought recently in Chester.( the 'Hotel California' solo is still
proving difficult!) but I enjoy trying to master the technique.

I also sought solace honing my piloting skills on my flight simulator ( Boeing 737 ) more than usual,
trying not to crash upon landing at Charles de Gaul Airport ,Paris. ''Success'' ! All the way to the gate.
June came with some restrictions being lifted and really sunny weather, so having an MOT
extension, courtesy of the DVLA, I taxed the MG on the 1st with the aim of giving her a run ( and Carol )
to blow out the Cobwebs!
In the week Derek phoned me to ask ' fancy a ride out' before the weather breaks, so I suggested a short
trip to Bosworth Battlefield the next day. The MG's drove well and upon arrival, we all had a good walk
around the fields in glorious sunshine ending with a picnic and a chat, it was great to be out again!
'Fanny' is off soon for an inspection, MOT and lube service in anticipation of further restrictions being
lifted so let's hope that this situation does not go on too long, but I think there's still a way to go yet!
Best regards to all.
Keep well, keep safe!
Colin and Carol
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Boy George Lived to tell the tale!
Peaceful
rest on top
of our
neighbours
cat pen !!
Boy George and his Mum
We spend most of the time cursing the Wood Pigeons for
making a mess and scoffing all of the bird food meant for
our smaller friends like Finches, Tits and Blackbirds, but
when a baby falls out of his nest and lands in our bird bath!
What do you do?
Luck have it, Michael emptied the bird bath one Saturday in
April, forgot to refill and we popped out to do some
shopping. Arriving home and drinking coffee in the garden
we spotted a baby Pigeon in the bird bath, unfortunately he
had either fallen or pushed out of his nest and had injured
his leg
Michael gave him a soft towel! And we left it to nature to
decide his fate. To our surprise he fell again out of the bird
bath and for the next couple of weeks lived under bushes in
and around the garden. His loyal Mum came regularly to
check on, now known as “Boy George”, and gave him food.
Working from home meant we could check on him daily,
and on some occasions fend off the “Top Cats” and have
never seen Michael move so fast, this was our Covid19
baby, under our watch.
Occasionally he would disappear for a day or two and we
thought that was it, Top Cat had his feast, then became very
excited when limping Boy George appeared, silly thing
made a home on top of our neighbours cat pen in their
garden! Weeks later we had a very happy ending seeing Boy
George flying and even landed on our bird feeder, before
saying farewell and thank you for your hospitality and
protection services. He is out there somewhere as we keep
finding his trade mark on the conservatory window!!

Gillian

Bev
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South Leicester Monthly Meetings

North Leicester Monthly Meetings

Membership open to all, so why not come along
and meet like-minded people and enjoy the
magic of the marque.

The North Leicester MG Club meets at
The Lingdale Golf Club, Joe Moors Lane,
between Croptston, Woodhouse Eves and Newton
Linford. at 8pm on the third Wednesday of the
month.

We meet on the first Tuesday of each month at
the White Horse Inn, Station Road, Broughton
Astley, Leicestershire. Family membership is
£5.00 p/a, payable in January. For further
details contact the Secretary.
Meetings are held from 7.30pm with members
forum 8.30pm.

Events 2020

Deadline for next Torque is 25th July 2020
Send your articles to Gillian - mgricketts@btinternet.com
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